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ABSTRACT: Several new cross section libraries,such asENDF/B-VI (release2), IRDF-90, JEF-2.2, and
JENDL-3 Dosimetry, have recentlybeen madeavailableto the dosimetrycommunity. The SandiaNational
Laboratories(SNL) RadiationMetrology Laboratory(RML) has worked with these libraries since pre-re-
lease ve;sions were available. Thispapersummarizes theresults of the intercomparisonand testing of do-
simetry cross sections. As a resultof this analysis, a compendiumof thebest dosimetry cross sections was
assembled from the available librariesfor use within the SNL RML. This library,referredto as the SN-
LRMLLibrary,contains 66 general dosimetry sensors and3 special dosimetersunique to the RML sensor
inventory. The SNLRMLcross sections have been put into a formatcompatible with commonly usedspec-
trum determinationcodes.
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Several new cross section librarieshave been made available to the dosimetry community. These
include the ENDF/B-VI [1,2], the InternationalReactorDosimetry File (IRDF-90) [3], the JapaneseEval-
uatedNuclear Data Library(JENDL-3) [4], the USSR EvaluatedNeutron Data Library(BROND) [5], the
Joint EvaluatedFile (JEF-2.2) [6], anupdatedORNLGLUCS [7] evaluation,InternationalLibraryof Neu-
tronActivation CrossSection DataforFusion ReactorApplications(FENDL-2) [8], andChinese Evaluated
NuclearData Library(CENDL) [9,10]. Table1 summarizes theavailable libraries, comments on the scope
of thelibraryandthe issue date. Throughtheiruseas activationsensors fordeterminingneutronspectraand
fluence, these new dosimetry cross sections affect the characterizationof neutronradiationdamage facil-
ities, the use of monitor foils to relate a given device irradiationto the specified environment, the com-
parison of device damage between reactor facilities, and the comparison of radiation-hardening test
environments with anticipatedoperatingenvironments.

The Sandia National Laboratories(SNL) Radiation Metrology Laboratory (RML) has worked
with versions of these cross sections since pre-release datawere available. These new cross sections have
been comparedwith each otherandevaluated withrespect to their accuracyand consistency for spectrum
unfolding applications. A compendiumof dosimetry cross sections was assembled for use within the SNL
RadiationMetrology Laboratory.This library,referredto as the SNLRMLlibrary [11],was empiricallytest-
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ed for use in fission spectrum determination and in the fluence and energy characterization of 14-MEV neu-
tron sources [12]. The library has been prepared in a format that can be readily interfaced with both iterative
spectrum unfolding codes, such as SAND-II [13], and least-squares codes, such as LSL-M2 [14].

TABLE 1: Available Cross Section Libraries
,,

::_;_;i.",.'.,'>'.';!;!__!_!.."._;!_._i;i_i!_::.................................._._........................................................................................................._..................................._........_........_.,......
ENDF/B-VI 319 evaluations, June 1990,mod 0

replacedENDF/B-Vgeneralpurposeanddosimetrytape. Sept. 1991, mod 1
mod 2 tbd- July 1993

IRDF-90 ReplacedIRDF-82, "' 1990
44 partialevaluationsforreactordosimetry. 1993 mod tbd

GLUCS ORNLdosimetryset, 1990
14reactionswithcrossisotopecorrelations,
sourcefornewENDF/B-VI, 1993
updatecovariancein 1993.

JENDL-3 171elementJapaneseEvaluatedLibrary. 1990
_NDL-DOS 42elementJENDLDosimetryLibrary. 1992

JEF-2.2 344elementJointEvaluatedFileby NEA. Jan. 1993
BROND 76 Russianevaluatedcrosssections. 1987/1990

roodtbd

CENDL-2 50elementChineseEvaluatedNuclearDataLibrary. 1992
ENDF/B-V EvaluatedNuclearDataFileby CSEWG. 1979-81

IRDF-82 40elementInternationalReactorDosimetryFile. 1982
ENDL LLNLEvaluatedCrossSections[15]. 1978-84

DOSCROS84 74elementmulti-groupcompendiumof ENDF/B-Vand IRDF-82[16"1. 1984
Private Evaluations Includespre-ENDFevaluations[17], .-.-

_artialdosimetry-orientedevaluations[18,19].
FENDL-2 InternationalLibraryof NeutronActivationCrossSe.:tionDataforFusion 1992

ReactorApplications.

DOSIMETRY-ORIENTED CROSS SECTION LIBRARIES

Several of the cross section libraries were compiled with the specific purpose of supporting do-
simetry applications. The CENDL-3 Library has a dosimetry-orientation but has not been completely an-
alyzed and compared to other evaluations at the time this paper was written. The following sections briefly
review the status of each of the other special dosimetry-oriented libraries that have been examined.

ENDF/B-VI is a replacement for the ENDF/B-V cross section library. ENDF/B-V had a special
Dosimetry Library, an Activation Library, and a Fission Product Library. These libraries are no longer
maintained as separate entities, but the ENDF documentation still identifies isotope/reaction combinations

that comprise Dosimetry and Activation Libraries. Two ENDF/B-VI releases have already occurred and a
third is expected soon. In cases where new evaluations were performed, the ENDF/B-VI library usually has
the best dosimetry data. In cases where funding limitations did not permit new evaluations, a format trans-
lation was performed on the older ENDF/B-V evaluations. In these cases where a format translation was

used to prepare the ENDF/B-VI evaluation, better sources of the dosimetry cross sections usually exist.
Some ommisions have occurred in the latest ENDF/B-VI release. The evaluator-recommended

_SIn(n,n') _smIn cross section was inadvertently omitted as part of a misunderstanding concerning allowed
ENDF-6 formats. This should be remedied in the next release. The situation is confusing since pre-release
versions of ENDF/B-VI contained this reaction in a comment section. Thus it was adopted by the IRDF-90
Library and an ENDF/B-VI reference is cited in associated documentation. A similar sitaation exists for the

4¢Ti(n,p)47Sc and _Nb(n,n')OamNb reactions where again the evaluator-recommended cross section was in-
advertently omitted in the current ENDF/B-VI release.

The _S(n,p)a_P reaction found in the latest ENDF/B-VI release also has an interesting and con-
fusing history. This reaction is discussed in detail in a following section.
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The phase 1 reviewers of the ENDF/B-VI standardcross sections [which include 1OTAu(n,y)198Au,
23SU(n,f)FP,and 2aSu(n,f)FP reactions], have expressed concern that the uncertainties resulting from the
combinationof R-matrixand simultaneousevaluations mighthave led to uncertainties in the final evaluation
that are too small. As a result,detailed covariancedatawill be addedto the ENDF/B-VI files at alater time.
The StandardsSubcommittee(at the May 1990 CSEWG meeting) has produceda set of expanded covariance
estimates for the standardcross section reactions. The uncertaintyestimates aresuch that if a modern-dayex-
perimentwere performedon a given standardcross section using the best techniques, approximately 2/3 of
the results shouldfall within these expanded uncertainties. These estimates canbe found in thecomment sec-
tion of the ENDF/B-VI evaluation. A recent publication[20] documents the final ENDF/B-VI CSEWG-en-
dorsedstandard cross sections anduncertainties. As a resultpre-releaseENDF/B-VI covariance matricesfor
the standardcross sections were adopted by the IRDF-90andcited as coming fromENDF/B-VI, but the latest
ENDF/B-VI Librarydoes not contain any covariance data for these reactions.

The GLUCS Library[7] was compiled at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and consists of 14 do-
simetry cross sections that resultedfrom a simultaneous least-squares analysis of ali of the reactions and in-
cluded cross-correlations between the reactions. The 1990 version of the GLUCS results were often
incorporated into the ENDF/B-VI and IRDF-90 compilations. H. Vonach discovered that some of the
GLUCS covariance matrices were singular. D. Hetrick[21] tracedthe problem to theuse ofa ENDF/B-V co-
variance matrixthat was notpositive definite. A 1993 updateto the GLUCS data,which was used inthis anal-
ysis, provided new positive definitecovariance matrices. Therewere no significant changes in the 1990 and
1993 GLUCS cross sections for most reactions, only the covariance matrices. One exception is for the
47Ti(n,p)47Screactionwhererecentworkby Mannhart[22] hadasignificant effect on the interpretationof the
experimental databaseand was included inthe 1992 GLUCS version. This reaction is discussed in morede-
tail in a following section.

IRDF-90

The 1990 versionof theInternationalReactorDosimetry File (IRDF-90) representsthe standardthat
is used in most laboratories forspectrum determination applications. This librarydrew upon a pre-release
versionof ENDF/B-VI andmanyprivateevaluations producedby the Europeandosimetry community. This
libraryis distributedin ENDF-6 format,butuses atabularmulti-group640 energygrouprepresentationof the
cross section thatcan readilybe convertedinto aformthat interfaceswith spectrumdeterminationcodes. The
one problem with this library is that it does not include many reactions in common use by the dosimetry
community. It generally includes the highest quality dosimetry sensors, but analysts often must use other
reactions to get good energycoverage for their spectrumdetermination. The use of sensors withgood energy
coverage is critical in the applicationof iterativespectrumunfolding methodologies. A 1993 version of IRDF
is currentlyin beta-testing. This version is expected to updateseveraldosimetry reactions. Reactions that are
expected to be updatedinclude the 93Nb(n,2n)92mNband 19F(n,2n)lSFreactions [23].

3ENDL-3 Dosimetry

The JENDL-3 cross sections consist of several libraries,which include a General Purpose Library,a
Dosimetry Library, Gas Production, and a Fission ProductLibrary. JENDL-3 Dosimetry Librarywas re-
leased in 1992 andcontains 42 dosimetry reaction evaluations. Many of these reaction cross sections are
identical to those in the generalpurposelibrary. Muchwork hasgone into this cross section libraryand most
of the reaction evaluations are very recent and incorporate the latest experimental data.

In selecting sources fordosimetrycross sections for spectrum determination applications whereoth-
erhigh quality evaluations exigted, this analysis found two deficiencies in the JENDL-3 Dosimetry cross sec-
tions. First the authors of the JENDL-3 Dosimetry Library did not perform a detailed analysis of the
covariance matrixfor the specific reaction;ratherthey adopted the IRDF-85covariance matrix. This decision
may not correctly reflect the covariance in cases where new experimental data have resulted in significant
changes in the evaluation. Second, whereassome evaluations, such as the IRDF-90 library,were often based
on the application of a statistical methodology with careful selection/renormalization of experimental data
[23,24], theJENDL-3 Dosimetrylibrarywas often basedon fittingof theoretical model calculations to the ex-
perimental data [25].



DOSIMETRY REACTIONS

A discussion andcomparisonof the cross sections for 66 commonly used dosimetry sensors canbe
found in reference 26. A few dosimetry cross section reactionswill be highlighted in this paperbecause
their status has changed significantly.

32 32£
The 32S(n,p)32Pdosimetrycross section is a very common sensor andis often used as a monitor

foil. The community-recommended cross section has a very complicated andconfusing history. There are
threeENDF/B-V evaluations,one full evaluation,one in the activation library,andone in the dosimetry li-
brary. The activation andfull evaluationsarevery similar,differingonly nearthe reaction thresholdenergy.
The dosimetry cross section differs significantly from theother two andshows considerablestructurein the
thresholdregion between 2 and5 MeV. This ENDF/B-V Dosimetry Library32S(n,p)32pevaluation was the
communitystandard. The ENDF/B-VI libraryrequireda full evaluationandthus adopted the older ENDF/
B-V full evaluation which differs from the cross section in the ENDF/B-V Dosimetry Library.

The most recent careful dosimetry cross section evaluationfor32S(n,p)a2Pwas done as partof the
GLUCS cross-correlation study at ORNL. The ORNL cross section was adopted by the IRDF-90 com-
munity. The covariancedataavailablewith this latest GLUCS evaluationindicates that there is a very large
(,,30%) uncertaintyin thecross section in the 2-6 MeV region. The spectrum-averageduncertainty for this
cross section is -20% for fast-burstand pool-type fission spectra.

The use of new cross sections for the32S(n,p)aipreactionis complicated since this reaction is typ-
ically readwith a beta counting system that uses atransfercalibrationwith aNational Institute of Standards
andTechnology (NIST) 252Cfirradiation. The fission spectrum-averagedcross section changes about the
same amount as the 252Cfspectrum-averagedcross section, thusthe calibrationprocedurecancels out(to a
large extent) the effect of the change in cross section (and hence the large uncertaintyassociated with the
knowledge of the cross section). However, the calibrationprocedure introducesadditional uncertainty re-
lated to the exact shape of the 252Cffission spectrum. Mannhart[27] has suggested changes in the 252Cf
spectrum relativeto that currentlyemployed by NIST forcalibrationpurposes. The Mannhart252Cffission
neutron spectrum has been adopted by the ENDF/B-VI library(Tape200, MAT=9861, MT=18, MF=5).
This change in 252Cfspectrumdoes not significantly affect the high energypart of the spectrumand resu_lts
in less than 1%change in the a2S(n,p)a2Ptransfercalibration.

Some workon the 32S(n,p)32preactionby Fu [28] atORNL differsfromthe ORNL/GLUCS/IRDF
dataat high energies (> 4.5 MEV). The difference in the Fu cross section at high energies can couple with
the 252Cftransfercalibration procedureto affect the fission spectrum-averagedcross section by a couple of
percent. There is some indication thatthe Fu cross section, when properlyrelatedto theSandia/NIST tra_s-
fercalibrationprocedure,mayprovidebetteragreementwith the SNL 5eNi(n,p)r'aComonitor foil. The sit-
uation is not completely clearat this time since theeffect is smalland difficultto separatefrom fluctuations
in counting statistics and transfercalibrations.

NalTi(n.p)47Sc

The SNL RML hadnot been able to use this dosimetrysensor for many yearsbecause it could not
be made consistent with otherfoils. This pooragreementwith experi nent has been confirmed,informally,
by otherlaboratories.Mannhart[22] has shown that the disagreementrelated to difficulties in normalizing
differentialandintegraldata.He proposeda normalizationchange to theENDF/B-V data. This changewas
found to make this reactionconsistent with otherdosimetry sensors in SNL spectrum unfolds. The spec-
trum-averaged47Ti(n,p)47Sccross section uncertaintyfor a fast-burstreactor(FBR) spectrum is 6.2%, and
fora pool-type spectrum it is 5.9%. Experiencewith SAND-II spectrumdeterminationat the RML indicate
agreementbetween measuredand fittedactivities to 6%. Mannhart's analysis hasbeen incorporated ande_,.
tendedin the GLUCS-90 release. The GLUCS/ORNL datahave been, in turn, incorporatedin the IRDF-90
library.

The IRDF-90 cross section file for47Tiindicates that the data were taken from ENDF/B-VI. This
is an errorin documentation, as was pointed out in a previous section. There is no new ENDF/B-VI 47Ti
evaluation; the ENDF/B-V data were adopted for ENDF/B-VI. New 47Ti(n,p)47Scdata should have ap-
peared in the ENDF/B-VI cross sections, but was left out due to a miscommunication with the evaluators.
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The IRDF-90 librarycompilerswent directlyto the ENDF materialevaluator for a pre-releaseversion of the
cross section and were not aware of the miscommunications. This situation should be remediedin release 2
of ENDF/B-VI.

An important consideration for many experimenters who use natural titanium foils is that the
4_ri(n,np)47Sc reaction produces the same activation product as 47Ti(n,p)47Sc. This (n,np) contribution to
the observedactivity can be importantfor spectra with a high energy (>12 MeV) component. Meadows and
others [29] have advocated character/zing theNa_ri(n,X)47Screaction while retaining a normalization to a
per 47Tiatom in elemental titanium. A similar reportingconvention has been adopted in the JENDL-3 Do-
simetry Library,however, they reportthe cross section per elemental Ti atom and not per isotopic atom.

The latest dosimetry-orientedeaFe(n,y)_Fe cross section has been evaluated by ORNL. This cross
section was adopted by the ENDF/B-VI and the IRDF-90 libraries. The previous ENDF/B-V dosimetry li-
brary evaluation for this reaction was inconsistent with otherdosimetry sensors in the resonance energy re-
gion and could not typically be used in spectrumunfolding. The new ENDF/B-VI evaluation must still be
used with great caution. Workat SNL has indicatedthat the ENDF/B-VI cross section is consistent for spec-
trum determinationsof pool-type reactors,such as theAnnular Core Research Reactor(ACRR) central "..av.
ity, where the majority of the sensor response comes from the resonance region. However, for fast burst
reactor spectra, such as the Sandia Pulsed Reactor(SPR) III centralcavity, the sensor response is moved into
the 200 keV to 2.5 MeV region and disagrees by 15%-30% with other foils in this region. The new cross
section is a significant improvementover the ENDF/B-V dosimetrydata, but it still has problems in the high
energy region and should not be used forroutine dosimetry. This resultis consistent with an examination of
the evaluator-specified covariance datafor this reaction. The 5SFe(n,y)S°Fespectrum-averaged cross sec.
tion uncertainty fora fast-burstfission spectrum is 30%, whereas for a pool-type fission spectrumis 9.4%.

The consistency of the3ENDL-3_Fe(n,y)SOFecross section with otherdosimetry sensorshas been
evaluated. Examinations with SNL reactorspectrasuggest that it has the same problem as the ENDF/B-VI
data in fitting hardneutron spectra from fast-burst assemblies.

Resonance Region Reactions

Resonance region reactions such as 5°Co(n,y)°°Co, SSMn(n,y)_Mn,58Fe(n,y)S;Fe,45Sc(n,y)4eSc,
and "3Na(n,y)"4Naevaluation must be used with care. Workat SNL has indicated that the cross sections for
these reactions areconsistent for spectrumdeterminationsof pool-type reactors,such as the ACRR central
cavity, wherethe majority of the sensor responsecomes fromthe resonanceregion. However, for fast burst
reactor spectra, such as the SPR-IIIcentral cavity, muchof the sensor response is moved into the 100 kev
to 3.0 MeV region andresultin moderatedisagreementwith other foils in this region. These cross sections
have self-consistency problemsbetween theresonance regionand the highenergyregion. Self-consistency
between the resonance and MeV energyregion for these resonance-regiondosimetry reactions is an issue
for evaluations in ali of the available cross sections libraries, including JENDL-3 andENDE An exam-
ination of the evaluator-definedcross section covariance data confirms this lack of fidelity for the high-en-
ergy response of these sensors.

FIGURE 1: 3_'S(n,p)3_'PCross Section FIGURE 2: SaFe(n,y)SgFeCross Section
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Fission Reactions

When a dosimetry laboratory uses fission foil sensors, they must consider the exact composition of
fissile material in the sensor. At the RML, the depleted 2aBUfoil has a 0.2% 2aSU contaminant. When this
foil is fielded, a boron ball is used to reduce the thermal neutron fluence. In the absence of a boron ball, a

pool-type spectrum will result in half of the foil activity coming from the 2aSu contaminant. Similarly, the
RML _gPu foil has an 11.6% 24°Pucontaminant. This component results in a significant change in the high
energy foil fission cross section and must be considered in any foil analysis. Since 2_Pu has a small thermal
fission cross section, unlike 2agPu, but a large high energy cross section, a mistake in modeling this con-
taminant will have different implications based on the type of spectrum being analyzed.

The correct fission yields for interpreting the dosimetry of fission foils depend upon the relative
number of fissions produced in each fissionable component of the dosimeter. The SNL RML has calculated

the relative division of fissions between the dosimeter components in fast burst and pool-type spectra when
fielded as bare sensors and in boron balls. This fission density is used at the RML to weight the ENDF/B-VI
fission yields (cumulative and relative) and to convert a fission product gamma decay measurement into a
fission reaction rate.

SNLRML LIBRARY

As a result of this comparison of dosimetry cross sections from ali available high-quality evalu-
ations, a cross section library has been assembled that represents, in the authors' view, the best cross sections

to be used for spectrum determination. This library is referred to as the SNLRML Library. Documentation
has been prepared to provide a quality assurance audit trail for the use of these cross sections. Extensive

testing in fission environments (from fast burst and pool-type reactors) and in 14-MEV DT neutron spectra
has been performed to assure the best possible consistency in the selection of cross sections.

Contents

The SNLRML Library contains a set of 66 dosimetry sensors (and 3 special composite fission foil
sensors unique to the RML sensor inventory) drawn from the most recent cross section evaluations. Co-
variance matrices are included to support the requirements of least-squares unfolding codes. In cases where
covariance data were not available for the selected cross section evaluation, an alternate source for the co-

variance data has sometimes been used temporarily to estimate the data covariance matrix. Table 2 shows
the contents of the library and indicates the source of the cross sections and covariance data. The contents of

the library include activation, fission and threshold dosimetry reactions, standard exposure parameters, and
absorption cross sections for cover materials (Au, Cd, and B) often used to move a dosimetry sensor's re-
sponse to higher energy. The SNLRML library has been tested by unfolding over twenty-five reactor neu-
tron spectra and comparing the resulting spectra with previous determinations. This comparison has been
presented to the dosimetry community and peer-reviewed [11, 12].

All information is provided in ASCII format to facilitate library portability. The NJOY [30] code
was used to process the ENDF-6 format cross sections into the 640 energy group SAND-II energy structure,
which is used to represent ali reaction cross sections. Covariance matrices, also N JOY processed, are rep-
resented as a normalized upper triangular matrix and use a reaction-specific energy group structure to allow
a high-fidelity representation with minimal storage requirements. The library format was designed to pro-
vide ali of the information required by either iterative unfolding codes, such as SAND-II, or least-squares
adjustment codes, such as LSL-M2. This library should be easily interfaced with either type of code. The
inp',_tformat consists of blank-delimited free-field quantities compatible with the SAND-II input processor.

Availability

The SNLRML library cross section compendium is being submitted to the Radiation Shielding In-
formation Center (RSIC) operated by Oak Ridge National Laboratory and should soon be available to the
dosimetry community.
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TABLE 2: Contents of the SNLRML Library

i. °Bi,abs E F-VX • 36. E F/B-vx ,
2. 10B(n,X)4He ENDF/B-VI • 37. 63Cu(n,2n)S2Cu IRDF-90 •

3. 11B(n,abs) ENDF/B-VI .... 38. 63Cu(n,(X)80Co IRDF-90 •

4. NatB(n,abs) ENDF/B-VI • 39. 85Cu(n,2n)84Cu ENDF/B-VI GLUCS,,,

5. endchB4C(n,abs) ENDF/B-VI • 40. 84Zn(n,p)O4Cu IRDF-90 •

6. 6Li(n_')4He ENDF/B-VI • 41. 90Zr(n,2n)89Zr IRDF-90 •

7. igF(n,2n)18F IRDF.90 • 42. GaAs(n,X)IMeV Private ....

8. 23Na(n,y)a4Na ENDF/B-VI • 43. 93Nb(n,y)94Nb ENDF/B-VI •

9. 24Mg(n,p)24Na IRDF-90 • 44. 93Nb(n,2n)92mNb IRDF-90 •

10. 27Al(n,p)27Mg GLUCS/IRDF-90 • 45. 93Nb(n,n')93mNb IRDF-90 • .........

11. 27Al(n,ct)24Na IRDF-90 • 46. 98Mo(n,y)99Mo JENDL-3 ....

12. Natsi(n,X)IMEV private, ORNL .... 47. 103Rh(n,n')103mRh IRDF-90 •

13. 31p(n,p)31 Si IRDF-90 • 48. 109Ag(n,.f)110mAg DOSCROS84 .... ,,,

14. 32S(n,p)32p GLUCS/IRDF-90 • 49. Natcd(n,abs) JENDL-3 ....

15. 45Sc(n,y)46Sc ENDF/B-VI • 50. 115in(n,y )116mln ENDF/B-VI •

16. 4_(n,p)46Sc GLUCS/IRDF-90 • 51. 1151n(n,n,)115mln IRDF-90 •

17. 47Ti(n,p)47Sc IRDF-90 GLUCS 52. 127i(n,2n)1281 ENDF/B-VI E5

18. 47Ti(n,np)46Sc ENDF/B-VI • 53. 197Au(n,p)197pt ENDF/B-VI ....

19. Na_t(n,X)46Sc private .... 54. 197Au(n,y)198Au ENDF/B-VI IRDF-9O

20. 48Ti(n,p)48Sc GLUCS/IRDF-90 GLUCS 55. 197Au(n,2n)196Au IRDF-90 •

21. 48Ti(n,np)47Sc ENDF/B-VI • 56. 197Au(n,3n)195Au ENDF/B-VI ....

22. NatTi(n,X)47Sc private .... 57. NatAu(n,abs) ENDF/B-VI •

23. 55Mn(n,y)56Mn ENDF/B-V E6 58. 232Th(n,Y) 233Th ENDF/B-VI •
,

24. 55Mn(n,2n)54Mn ENDF/B-VI • 59. 232Th(n,2n) 231Th ENDF/B-VI .........

25. 54Fe(n,p)54Mn ENDF/B-VI GLUCS 60. 232Th(n,f)F.P. ENDF/B-VI •

26. 56Fe(n,p)56Mn ENDF/B-VI GLUCS 61. 235U(n,f)F.P. ENDF/B-VI IRDF90

27. 58Fe(n,y)59Fe ENDF/B-VI • 62. 238U(n,f)F.P. ENDF/B-VI IRDF90,11 i i.

28. NatFe(n,X)dpa ASTM E 693 .... 63. 237Np(n,f)F.P. ENDF/B-VI E5d

29. 59Co(n,p)59Fe ENDF/B-VI • 64. 239pu(n,f)EE ENDF/B-VI JENDL-3d....

30. 59Co(n,y)60Co ENDF/B-VI E5 65. 241Am(n,f)F.p. ENDF/B-VI •

31. 59Co(n,ct)56Mn ENDF/B-VI • 66. RMLEU*, 2_U(n,f) ENDF/B-VI IRDFgO

32. 59Co(n,2n)58Co IRDF-90 • 67. RMLDU*, 23eU(n,f) ENDF/B.VI IRDFgO

33. 58Ni(n,p)58Co ENDF/B-VI GLUCS 68. RMLPU*, 2m_Pu(n,0 ENDF/B-VI JENDL-3d

34. 5SNi(n,2n)57Ni ENDF/B-VI • 69. 32S-3MeV GLUCS/IRDF-90 •

35. 60Ni(n,p)60Co ENDF/B-Vr •
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TABLE3: Variationin DosimetryCrossSectionEvaluations

1. t_F(n,2n)teF JENDL-3d IRDF-90 1.137 1.146 5.78 5.84
2. 23Na(n,y)24Na JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 0.79719 1.0026 15.55 2.94

3. 24Mg(n,p)24Na JENDL-3d IRDF-90 1.0656 1.060 3.72 3.54

4. 27Al(n,p)LrrM_ JENDL-3d GLUCS 1.0756 1.071 10.83 12.10

5. 2ZAl_n,a)24Na JENDL-3d IRDF-90 0.9552 0.9563 2.61 2.50

6. Natsi(n,X)IMEV ASTM ASTM 1.0973 1.0829 ......
E 722-85 E 722-93

7. 31p(n,p)31 Si JENDL-3d IRDF-90 1.294 1.303 7.03 7.10

8. 32S(n,p)a2P JENDL-3d GLUCS 1.0735 1.0705 19.41 .... 19.60

9. 4'SSc_n,),)4eSc JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.21 0.9993 4.20 1.05

10. NatTi(n,X)?Sc JENDL-3d Private 1.0805 1.082 4.51 4.87
11. 48"Ti(n,p)"_S¢ JENDL-3d GLUCS 1.0221 1.023 4.04 4.12

12. NatTi(n,X)47Sc JENDL-3d Private 1.071 1.071 6.20 5.94
ENDF/B-Vd 1.235 1.2332

13. 55Mn(n,_,)SeMn JEF 2.2 _NDF/B-Va 1.2167 1.023 14.75 5.51

14. 55Mnin,2n)54'Mn JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 0.99927 0.9992 20.98 21.21
15. 54Fe(n,p)54Mn JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 0.994 0.9909 3.05 3.11

16. 5eFe(n,p)56Mn JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI ..... 1.0185 1.0241 4.29 4.08

17. 58Fe(n,y)59Fe JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 0.968 1.106 29.21 9.45
ENDF/B-Vd 0.6239 0.9458

18. _aCo(n,p)SaFe JENDL-3 ENDF/B-VI 1.377 1.0442 4.96 5.02
ENDF/B-Va 1.080 1.0939

19. 59Co(n,'f)_3Co JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.039 1.002 2.80 0.76

20. 59Co(n,a)5eMn JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.0815 1.072 4.46 4.44

21. 59Co(n,2n)SaCo JENDL-3d IRDF-90 0.9947 0.9942 4.60 4.67
22. 5aNi(n,p)_"_Co JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.0025 1.004 4.49 4.56

23. 58Ni(n,2n_57Ni JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 0.962 0.9617 4.18 4.18
24. 60Ni(n,p)WCo JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.338 1.337 15.02 15.02

25. e3Cu_n,y)64Cu JENDL.3d ENDF/B-VI 0.8024 0.9988 15.06 5.34

26. eaCu_n,2n_effCu JENDL-3d IRDF-90 1.057 1.057 3.63 3.67
27. K3Cu(n,a)'_'Co JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.0566 1.068 4.08 4.16

28. 65Cu(n,2n,_Cu JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.0336 1.0337 3.97 3.99
29. e4Zn(n,p)v"Cu JENDL-3d IRDF-90 1.1075 1.1096 7.41 7.07

IRDF-82 0.9313 0.93029

30. 90Zr(n,2n)Bgzr JENDL-3d IRDF-90 1.0395 1.041 2.72 2.74

31. 9aNb(n,y)94mNb JENDL-3 ENDF/B-VI 1.0143 0.975 12.59 10.20,,

32. 9aNb(n,2n)a2mNb JENDL-3d IRDF-90 1.154 1.1447 10.00 10.07

33. a'3Wo(n,n' )a'3mNb JENDL-3d IRDF-90 1.0503 1.052 7.23 6.96

34. aeMo_n?[', 9aIvlo ENDF/B-Va JENDL-3 0.7947 1.042 --NA .... NA--

35. 115In(n,n')lt5mln ENDF/B-Va IRDF-90 0.9652 0.9644 2.56 2.56

36. 127i(n,2n__1261 JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.202 1.2035 20.45 20.38

37. laTAu(n,_)198Au JENDL.3d ENDF/B-VI 0.995 1.001 0.84 0.17

38. 197Au(n,_ n)196Au JENDL-3d IRDF-90 1.0317 1.0254 6.65 6.68
39. 235U(n,f)EP. JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.007 0.9883 0.44 0.22

40. Z38U(n,f)EE JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.013 1.0135 0.64 0.33

41. 237Np(n,f)F.E JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 1.011 1.011 10.32 11.79

42. 239 Pu_n,f)E .P. JENDL-3d ENDF/B-VI 0.9999 1.0015 2.82 1.39



This cross section libraryis being distributedto the dosimetry community; however, users should
be aware that the QA assessment of the libraryhas been restrictedto the environmentsand sensors in use at
the SNL RML. A version of the SAND-II iterative spectrum unfolding code hasbeen interfaced with the
SNLRMLLibrarycross section compendium. This code is currentlyundergoingtesting and is expected to
be made available through RSIC by January 1994. A version of the LSL-M2 least-square spectrum ad-
justment code is currentlybeing interfaced with the SNLRML library cross section compendium.

EFFECT OF USING NEW CROSS SECTIONS

Therearesignificant differencesbetween thegeneral-usage (typically ENDF/B-V based)and new
SNLRML-recommended dosimetry cross sections for some reactions. Many dosimetry reactions were
found to differ in the regionabove 7 MeV. The SaCu(n,a)a°Coreaction, is one example. In this case, despite
the significant change (-50%) in the shape of the cross section, folding the cross section with a fission
reactor spectrum results in very little (2-5%) difference in the resulting activity. For most dosimetry
reactions, the ENDF/B-V and ENDF/B-VI cross sections were in very good agreementbelow 7 MeV. The
5aFe(n,y)s9 Fe reaction, was an exception. When this cross section is folded with typical fission reactor
spectra, the resulting calculated activities from ENDF/B-V andENDF/B-VI cross sections differby 30-
60%.

Table 3 shows the differencesthat can arisebetween dosimetry-quality cross sections for fast-burst
and pool-type fission spectra fora subset of thereactions in the SNLRML. The cross section evaluator's co-
variance data were used to estimate the spectrum-averaged cross section uncertainty.

CONCLUSION

The status of available dosimetry cross section libraries has been reviewed. This review has re-
suited in the preparation of the SNLRML cross section compendium that includes the latest and most con-
sistent dosimetry-oriented cross sections from ali available evaluations. The contents of the SNLRML
libraryinclude ali dosimetry sensors (activationreactions, threshold reactions, fission reactions, and special
damage sensors) that are in general use by the dosimetry community for the characterization of fission neu-
tron spectra. The cross section compendium has been interfaced with spectrum determination codes and
found to produce consistent spectrum "unfolds" with more sensors than were possible with previous li-
braries. The SNLRML library is being made available to the general dosimetry community in orderto en-
courage the use of a consistent cross section libraryfor spectrum determination. The authors plan on
updating the library as part of the RML quality assuranceprogram.
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